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Nature Reserve Wolfsberg bei Dietfurt
DLFF-0352
After our dinner-break in Riedenburg
which we made in the same restaurant
like at our 2014-trip we started for the
last part of the activation-tour.
Along the river Altmühl (Main-DonauKanal) we started for the next 20 minutes tour to Dietfurt beside the Wolfsberg.
The beautiful area with a lot of ships
and extreme good infrastrukture for
biking and hiking oﬀers also a lot of archäologic points of interest. Also on top
of the Wolfsberg there is a a defense
wall going back to the Celts in the 7th
century.
When arriving in the area we started
again a few minutes later as the sky
was getting darker and the first contact
from DLFF-0352 was with DL1EBR at
1159 UTC. We had here a cluster-connection which was an improvement however the conditions were meanwhile
terrible. Only a few contacts in the
log and then it stopped abrupt.
Conditions on 20 meters were a bit
better against the morning but also
here not too much callers.
The sky was full with heavy rainclouds and so we planned to continue
as long it was more or less dry.
Biggest number of contacts was with
Germany and 38, but the second
place with Italy (16) and Poland (16)
shows that also the countries with
the highest rates on 40 meter had almost no condition.
So our total result were 124 contacts
in exactly 1,5 hours of activity.
We did several band and modechanges but couldn´t bring the score
more up.
When we built down the antenna di-
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Finally we could hand out during the whole day
from the three diﬀerent areas 474 contacts.
Thanks to all callers and listeners on the band.
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